
Name:  ____________________________

Apostrophes

Apostrophes are a type of punctuation mark.  There are a two types
of words that use apostrophes.

     1.  Contractions are a short way of writing two words.  Use an 
apostrophe ( ‘ ) to take the place of a missing letter or 
letters.

is not - isn't he will - he’ll

     2. A possessive noun is a word that shows ownership or belonging.  
Add an apostrophe and an s ('s) to a singular noun to make it a
possessive noun

Betty's sandwich Tommy’s fish

Write the contraction for each pair of words.

example: would not - wouldn't

1.   has not ____________________           2.   are not ____________________

3.   we are ____________________ 4.   he is ____________________

5.   I am ____________________ 6.   they would  ________________

7.   she will ____________________ 8.  we have ____________________

Rewrite each in the possessive form.

example:   t  he lunch that belongs to Joey - Joey's lunch  

11.   the phone that belongs to Anita - ________________________________________

12.   the tools that belong to my dad - ________________________________________

13.   the tail on the cat - ______________________________________________________
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Name:  ____________________________

Apostrophes

Complete each sentence.  Write the form of the noun in
parentheses () that shows belonging.

11. This is ________________ textbook.
      (Emma)

12. The _____________ shirt is pink.
    (girl)

13. That ______________ feathers are bright blue.
     (bird)

14. Do you know which one is _______________ jacket?
       (Olivia)

15. The ___________ toy is wet.
 (dog)

16. Your ______________ house is very nice.
    (family)

17. Are these _______________ coins?
 (grandpa)

18. The _____________ stall is clean now.
  (horse)

19. __________ uniform needs to be washed.
    (Ben)

20. The _________ teddy bear is brand new.
         (baby)



ANSWER KEY

Apostrophes

Apostrophes are a type of punctuation mark.  There are a two types
of words that use apostrophes.

     1.  Contractions are a short way of writing two words.  Use an 
apostrophe ( ‘ ) to take the place of a missing letter or 
letters.

is not - isn't he will - he’ll

     2. A possessive noun is a word that shows ownership or belonging.  
Add an apostrophe and an s ('s) to a singular noun to make it a
possessive noun

Betty's sandwich Tommy’s fish

Write the contraction for each pair of words.

example: would not - wouldn't

1.   has not hasn't           2.   are not aren't

3.   we are we're 4.   he is he's

5.   I am I'm 6.   they would  they'd

7.   she will she'll 8.  we have we've

Rewrite each in the possessive form.

example:   t  he lunch that belongs to Joey - Joey's lunch  

11.   the phone that belongs to Anita - Anita's phone

12.   the tools that belong to my dad - my dad's tools

13.   the tail on the cat - cat's tail



Name:  ____________________________

Apostrophes

Complete each sentence.  Write the form of the noun in
parentheses () that shows belonging.

11. This is Emma's textbook.    (Emma)

12. The girl's shirt is pink.   (girl)

13. That bird's feathers are bright blue.   (bird)

14. Do you know which one is Olivia's jacket?  (Olivia)

15. The dog's toy is wet.  (dog)

16. Your family's house is very nice.  (family)

17. Are these grandpa's coins?  (grandpa)

18. The horse's stall is clean now.   (horse)

19. Ben's uniform needs to be washed.   (Ben)

20. The baby's teddy bear is brand new.   (baby)


